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Page view: 3761 ISBN: 9788494029738 Author: Elena Poniatovska Book Title: Julius Kiks Downloaded: 2644 times Last downloaded 10 days ago Lilus Kikus, was her first book published in 1954. Other stories by Lilas Kiks and Elena Poniatovska. Titled Lilus Kiks and other stories. Author Elena.. Lilas
Kiks is like every girl in the world - especially a girl before - but every girl in the world is like Lilas Kix. Liles is a girl who does, thinks and says all penetrating and innocent girls, but Lilus is asking a fundamental question when Lilus wonders belonging to the lizard she sees every day. Lilas Kiks is touched by
the grace of Elena Poniatovska, so is it a very strange existence, very natural? This is Elena Poniatovska's first book and will be one of mexico's most remarkable authors in the following years. This edition adds excellent illustrations, especially made by Santi Gutierrez, to the charm of the story. In
addition, Elena Poniatovska is today recognized as one of the greatest writers in Mexico. Liles Kiks, published in 1954, was her first book. But that's .. It was labeled. Rincon 1.1 book. Lil' Game ZrillSkix.. Liles Kiks.. Lilas Kiks, I'm talking to you! but Lilas Kiks sitting on the sidewalk in the street is obsessed
with manipulating flies to scream at her mom. Liles never play in his room, that room whose order was ruined. Better play at the corner of the street, under a small rbol planted on the sidewalk shore. From there he sees cars and people passing by very fast, with faces saving the world. Liles believes in
witches and seamstresses in his pants, bouquets of fine herbs, romilitos and pastists. Napoleon's hair, of those who sell at school for dimes. All this gets him into the bag that remains on his nod. I wonder if children after school are responsible for that lump. In the box, Liles also holds the black ribbon of a
dead man, two gray hard bits of his pap standing, a three-leaf trbol and dust collected at the feet of Christ in our Sera de la Piedad church. All Tena stared at the nest and observed the eggs and blades on which it was made. Segua, step by step, with great interest in all occupations of the bird: Now he is
asleep, after a while, he will go shopping for food. Tena also has a simpis stored in carceten, and a giant fly that works from apundis. There were ants on the ranch, very fat ants. Liles gave them cough syrup and gave thema broken leg Davask, a pharmacy in the village, is a syringe with a very fine
needle, with an emergency injection in Mr. Lemon. Miss Lemon suffered horrific abdominal pain and Liles was a green rim infused with a black café. Then he wraps it in his mother's straw. In the afternoon, you're attending to other patients, including orange Ceola, Eva the Apple, widow Troynia and Don
Pultano. Don Putano, bitter about the vices of this life, suffered a military fall and was less resilient than the sick Dems, so see the end of his days coming soon. Liles has no sorrow. Maybe you can explain this rarity physically. She is skinny and steps big as she walks, but her legs are long apart, she is
sning, she gets stuck, she gets stuck. Defeating Liles causes the immutable death of his grief. So he can never win. Suro remembers the little Gerita that Jera Punch wore, and the next time she came to the world, lilus kiks died when she moved her legs. 2. Un Da decided to take her to an art concert. with
its bodocdo buildings, white, some gold and a lot of sunk. Liles Tena, 3 pounds of records he played all the time. She was half of a teatrera, so she cried and laughed at the sound of mystery. And even Pasin Segun San Mateo, he found a way to win, smiling and pulling his hair; he cancels his braids, lays
in bed, slices himself in a carton and smokes a cigarette in his father's eastern pipe. Liles was not seen by reading, and in this prrafo Dakei: There is nothing more to express human emotion, his passion, his clella, sweetness, naïveness, sadness than the mysterious. You find conflicts that you have in
your mind. It's like a clash of desires and needs. The desire for purity and the need to know so when her mom announced I had taken her to the concert, Liles looked like an explorer and they both left. Poor little boy taming at a concert. The sound-plated theol of the breath is bad. He sadly sleeps, rests his
head by his side and worries about falling asleep. When Violalun stopped play, Suo was suspended and Theor lifted his head so much. But when Violalun returned, his head fell on his shoulders again. Then the sning covers the cello piansimo. This frustrated people. Some jvenes are sneaking around.
Older people get into music pretending they can't do anything else. Only Theor and Ceola (who care about the well-being of humanity) gave him on his back, at small intervals, with a few dry, discreet taps. And poor little Se oldoma. I was sad and stupid. It's horrible to fall asleep in a way that wakes you
up, so stupid. Sadly, perhaps because the bed in his house was too narrow and his wife in it was overweight. and fluff sirn servers him from seat to seatart, I must have looked to you, then very spiderdo. People often cry because they find things that are too beautiful. What they cry about is not a desire to
own them, but a deep melancholy that we feel otherwise, not because of everything that doesn't reach full. It's the sadness of a dry stream, that little walk that twists without water. Of the tunnel under construction, never finished, of a cute face with dirty teeth. Liles, an explorer, is dedicated to seeing the
audience. Some concentrate their unsothed care on the orchestra and suffer as if the mystic was about to make a mistake. They place the faces of great enthusiasts, humming with hand gestures or in the algn known passages of low-antable voices, instilling their great musical knowledge in their
neighbors. Some people listen humbly. embarrassing, they don't know what to do with their hands. They are very aware of the time of applause, look at their breath and are mortified every time a stranger rings, coughs or claps in time. They are innocent who are involved in everyone's guilt. The Dems are
well aware of their humanity, concerned about the slightest gestures, creases and wrinkles in their dresses. Sometimes someone gives up the urge. With his face xtasis, closing his eyes and opening his nostries wide, God is given to know what joy. Bravsimo! in applause, and with her smile, Liles' mother
leans over to warn him: The walkers were great. Oh, my poor Nia, but if you don't know what a pedestrian is! Liles because he thinks they're going to tell him a story. Mom, because she's sure she's intelligent. III Lilus of Acapulcosol! Day! It's just the sun, the sand, the sea. You can hear the noise at night
and watch the noise in front of the beach in the morning. Liles upset her. He is haunted by a black sea at night, almost bad, and thinks of the wind that punishes him incesslessly. Liles walks on long legs, his eyes always open and he is always afraid of losing something. She became nervous, restless and
capricious. The sea makes her feelless. Lilus is now a nia of sea, sand, iodine, salt and wind. It is a seashell and snail nia with a big blow of water hitting the face like a pout of rain. The liles are all galleys, toasted like bread collected from the oven. Spoil the seascape with all the teams of pampered
bestzuelas, not one of the girls who go to the beach with shovels, towels, buckets, mold and changing suits. Liles is fun with what he finds on the beach, seashells, sea, water and sand stars, and with what the sea remains on the coast,It seems so beautiful that it is just a piece of wood carved by the
waves. Lilus walks on one foot in the water, in the dry sand. We also walk in the city, going up the sidewalk a foot and going down on one leg. That's why it's always a bit uneven. As she shakes, Lilas rings and seduces her the way she walks like a boat. He says he owns the castle. La Castellana far away
thinks of Seore for the first time. There are a lot of people on the beach. Mouse-like flaxtose in a tight bao suit. Other fats, reds and oils glossy. Liles doesn't like them. They look like big red fish, with their idless nudity. Liles says he's walking around with Ivar's dog. Ivar is her husband. She walks barefoot
and hears the roar of sand creeping under her feet. She wants to be on her own, swallow on the beach and jump very high and unsoboringly in the waves. He can't resist. If your husband knows, say you need to be more serious and dignified. (She's a bit of an official), maybe there's a risk of trapping her
in the monastery, but she throws his arms of water and salt around his neck and doesn't finish the watering. He wears a small blue-shell necklace, which resembles a hard-shelled collar that looks like the teeth of sleeping children and bloody fish. Or that God not only sees her, but tells her that we have
created nature to live in it, and everyone who has his waves, choose his waves, and from the top of heaven, God sees his children's side in the sea. Just as the feet are watching his ducklings swim. Liles wakes up. They just yelled at him and said, Oh Mama Theta, get out of the train to stand in your
curves! The curved Kurdish?mamasita thing doesn't worry her much, after all, she's not Gritton's mom. Liles is very happy to rock her tail. Ku Sit by the sea! Q Q
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